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Abstract: To assess the current and future utility of low-light satellite data, this paper reviewed
1630 papers, presentations, theses, and dissertations using day/night band (DNB) data from the
visible infrared imaging radiometer suite (VIIRS) imager and its precursor, the Defense Meteorological
Satellite Program’s Operational Linescan system (DMSP-OLS) series from the 1970s through to the
year 2021. By the way of a categorical system, we take inventory of the myriad applications of these
data to a wide variety of disciplines, ranging from social to natural science, oceans to atmosphere,
and biology to civil engineering. Papers from social science fields dominate this spectrum, pointing
to the unique aspect of low-light observations in their ability to observe aspects of human civilization
at night. We also look at the stratification between applications using natural vs. artificial light, the
use of moonlight, and the context of the key earth climate system elements. In light of these findings,
a discussion is provided for the future of low-light measurements. Since the start of the VIIRS series,
there has been a rapid increase in interest in the use of these data for numerous fields, pointing
towards a nascent field centered on the nocturnal earth system science that is enabled by these novel
and newly quantifiable measurements. This study is of significant importance in evaluating current
uses of low-light data and possible architecture solutions for next-generation satellites.

Keywords: visible infrared imaging radiometer suite (VIIRS); day/night band (DNB); nighttime
low-light sensing; nocturnal environment

1. Introduction

The Cooperative Institute for Research in the Atmosphere (CIRA) at Colorado State
University has conducted research under the auspices of a National Oceanic and Atmo-
spheric Administration (NOAA)/National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information
Service (NESDIS)-funded Technical Maturation Program (TMP) to evaluate next-generation
satellite architecture solutions. A principal focus of this study was on nocturnal low-light
visible observations in support of NESDIS strategic planning for future observing systems,
with the possible deployment of future systems in a distributed observing system archi-
tecture (e.g., CubeSats or SmallSats). This was compared to observations from the current
polar-orbiting systems.

To motivate this effort, we first set out to establish the utility and ascertain the appetite
for such measurements in future architecture. Thus, we took an inventory of the historical
and contemporary uses of low-light observations, with special attention paid to any changes
coinciding with the advent of the new-generation sensor—the visible infrared imaging
radiometer suite (VIIRS) day/night band (DNB)—vis-à-vis the legacy system represented
by the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) and its Operational Linescan
System (OLS).

To this end, we compiled and analyzed a large inventory of the literature on how
low-light satellite data were used in the community from the 1970s through to the year
2021, using Google Scholar and the other methods detailed in Section 2.1. This search
resulted in a large number of papers in a wide variety of fields leveraging VIIRS data [1],
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of which we report on the salient findings here. We learned that, historically speaking,
low-light nighttime data have been leveraged most often in studies for urban growth as
well as socioeconomic activity [2]; this genre of research has outnumbered all other study
areas. More recently, these data have been used to study the effects of light pollution on
living organisms [3] and even the effects of human conflicts [4].

Our timeline of low-light related publications shows a strong knee-in-the-curve in-
crease in the use of nighttime light data, especially over the past five years [5], pointing to a
nascent realization in the research community of the viability of DNB data. It seems that
studies using DNB data have become a research hot spot.

Within the database are two other papers focused on low-light nighttime literature.
One scientometric analysis of nighttime light studies by Hu et al. [5] concentrated on
connections between authors and research groups. They noted stronger connections of
these data to the social sciences than the environmental characterization objectives for
which these low-light sensors were designed. In another more recent study, Yahong
Luo [6] constructed a knowledge map analysis on Chinese academic research surrounding
nighttime lights. The current effort complements these previous works.

Our study categorizes the numerous papers and presentations which use low-light
data and reports on the many different subcategories these studies are focusing on, with an
eye towards understanding the role of these observations in the future.

2. Data and Materials
2.1. Database

Using searches of key words (for example, “Day/Night band”, “VIIRS DNB”, “DMSP
Day/Night”) through Google Scholar, any reference for visible low-light was located,
reviewed, and saved. We also mined the reference lists of previously collected papers for
additional references. As our collection of references grew, we quickly realized that we
had to use a reference database in order to track and organize the papers. The Zotero
open-source reference management software was chosen for this purpose. Zotero can be
downloaded to Macs, Windows, or Linux systems and provides unlimited storage with a
subscription. PDFs and other files can be linked to each item, and each item can be assigned
multiple tags, allowing for flexible, multivariate database associations and searchability. It
can create a bibliography in many different formats, including those used for American
Meteorological Society (AMS) or remote sensing papers. Finally, there are various options
to set up a group, where the owner can restrict it to only members invited by the owner
of the database or loosen the protection to allow anyone on the Internet to view it. This
is an easy way to share the DNB literature search with other users in a collaborative
environment. More information on Zotero can be found at “https://www.zotero.org/
(accessed on 16 January 2023)”. To connect to this database, you can log into Zotero and
search for the DNB literature collection owned by clcombs.

The categorization of the references is of the author’s own design and will be explained
in the next sections. The abstract of each reference was read and the rest of the reference
skimmed in order to assign manually the various category tags, such as source satellite,
application or data, and performance, etc. This is where Zotero’s ability to have multiple
tags on one paper was an asset.

The result of our low-light/nightlight reference database is not an exhaustive list.
The papers included were references found through Google Scholar, those listed in the
bibliographies of those references, and references that these authors were aware of based
on close and historical connections with the low-light research community. As such, other
references that have not been digitized or exist in the gray literature outside the reach
of Google Scholar may have been missed. We also did not include any references which
omitted the source of the nightlight data in their abstract. Unfortunately, papers that
did not provide an English or English-translated abstract providing a clear association
with the source of the nighttime light data were not included; thus, some elements of the
international community usage may not be fully captured here. That said, at the time of
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this writing, over 1630 references had been entered into our low-light database, providing
a sufficiently large sample to conduct analyses of thematic usage.

2.2. Satellite-Based Low-Light Observations

The underpinning basis for our reference database is satellite low-light data. The
primary contemporary sources for such measurements are the DNB, carried on the Suomi
National Polar-orbiting Partnership (S-NPP) satellite and NOAA 20 (designated JPSS-1
prior to launch), the first in a series of satellites in the Joint Polar Satellite System (JPSS).
The DNB sensor is a component of VIIRS [1]. Both satellites are polar orbiting, viewing a
particular location on Earth at least twice a day with a nighttime pass near 0130 local time.
S-NPP started collecting data in late 2011, while NOAA 20 started in 2018.

The DNB carries on a legacy of low-light sensors pioneered by the US military satellites
at the dawn of the satellite era. The Defense Meteorological Satellite Program’s Operational
Linescan system (DMSP-OLS) was declassified in 1972; its purpose was to find clouds in
the early morning pre-dawn hours by the way of twilight illumination. In the decades since
its declassification, the OLS has been used in numerous applications in a variety of fields [7].
The DNB sensor on VIIRS was designed to be an improvement from the DMSP (Figure 1).
From the standpoint of understanding the impact of the new DNB, it was important to
capture the OLS usage in our reference database as well.
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Figure 1. Comparison between a DMSP/OLS and VIIRS DNB image.

Nearly 97% of the database is tagged with either DMSP-OLS or S-NPP/JPSS VIIRS
DNB. The breakdown of the percentages is shown in Figure 2. Some references for DMSP-
OLS may have been missed as the DMSP-OLS program predates the Internet, and some
references have not yet been digitized. However, the dominance of the DNB literature
despite being in orbit for a decade vs. the ~50 years of OLS remains remarkable. The
“Other” 3% category covers instruments, such as CubeSat Multispectral Observing System
(CUMULOS), which flew on the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
Integrated Solar Array and Reflectarray Antenna CubeSat mission (ISARA) [8], China’s
Luojia-1-01 [9], and the International Space Station [7,10].
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2.3. Categories and Tagging

With so many references to manage, tagging and categorizing this database is a neces-
sity. The top layer of categories, determined by general inspection, is Data and Performance,
Applications, and Miscellaneous. (Figure 3). Data and Performance are references focused
on the data itself, such as data products, geolocation, calibration, and the mitigation of
quality control issues (e.g., imagery striping, blooming, etc.). The Applications category is
comprised of references that refer to the data being used for a specific purpose. With 77%,
this category dominates our database and naturally warrants further subpartitioning. The
Miscellaneous (Misc.) is a catch-all for references that do not fit the first two categories.
These citations discuss low-light sensing on proposed future satellites, CubeSats, general
commentary, and introductions of these data for a given community.
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Table 1 shows these three categories and their subcategories. Section 3.1 will discuss
the Data and Performance tags, Section 3.2 will discuss Applications, and Section 3.3 will
discuss Miscellaneous. It is acknowledged here that the partitioning of papers into these
categories may not be optimal in all cases, especially for papers that straddle categories
or span multiple aspects. Here, the Zotero database’s ability to allow one reference to be
given multiple tags is useful to provide the best description possible.

Table 1. Main tagging categories and subcategories.

Data and Performance Applications Misc.

Data Products and Display Atmosphere Commentary
Performance Biology Future Satellites

Civil Engineering and Structure Introduction
Human Activities Overview

Lights
Natural Resources

Oceans and Freshwater
Urban and Land Use

3. Categories
3.1. Data and Performance

The Data and Performance category focused on assessments of the DNB-derived data
sets and data quality/calibration, with its principle tags accounting for about 20% (326)
of the total references up to and including 2021. A number of subtags stratify each of the
principal tags into refined subcategories. The number of references for each tag is shown in
Figure 4. One reference will often have more than one of these subcategory tags, and an
application paper will often have a data product tag while not being tagged under Data
and Performance. One such tag is the Stable Lights product [11], which contains DMSP
data showing only stable lights on new moon nights. Many social science applications
used this data set. Another example is monthly averages [12] or Black Marble [13] using
DNB data. On the performance side, calibration/validation is the most used tag [14–16],
reflecting the community’s efforts to calibrate and validate the DNB data. The second most
used are papers comparing VIIRS DNB data with DMSP [17,18] and other sources [19,20].
Corrections for stray light [21,22] and blooming/saturated pixels [23,24] are also common.

A new source gaining popularity is Google Earth Engine [25], which provides multiple
large data sets for use with machine learning. This site provides two VIIRS monthly
averaged radiances (the second using a stray light correction) and two monthly DMSP
(global radiance-calibrated and a time series) data sets, along with data sets from Landsat,
MODIS, Sentinel, and others.

3.2. Applications

As seen in Figure 3, over 77% (1290) of the references in the database are under the
main Applications category. Due to the large number of papers, Applications is broken
down into eight subcategories: Atmosphere, Biology, Civil Engineering and Structure,
Lights, Human Activity, Natural Resources, Oceans and Freshwater, and Urban and Land
Use. Figure 5 shows the number of references in each subcategory. A key finding is
that the Urban and Land Use and Human Activity references, both social science topics,
outnumbered all the other Application categories, even the Atmosphere references. This
shows the high relevancy of low-light information to understanding human dimensions of
the earth system (as part of the biosphere).
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3.2.1. Urban and Land Use

The two largest Application subcategories are Urban and Land Use and Human
Activity. Both use artificial lights for social science studies. Urban and Land Use covers
the aggregate of cities and land regions, while Human Activity concentrates more on
human interactions.

The largest is Urban and Land Use (Figure 5), with 349 references. In this category,
artificial lights are used to show the growth and extent of urban areas [26,27], as well as
estimate the overall parameters, such as energy consumption and population [28]. Land
use and rural development are also in this category, often developing a new index for
generating land-use maps or for quality checks on new indexes [29,30] (Figure 6).
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3.2.2. Human Activity

Human Activity is the second largest Applications subcategory, with 264 references,
and is also considered a social science. As mentioned before, this subcategory focuses
on studying humans themselves, either in the financial realm of economics and socioeco-
nomics [2,7] or interpersonal interactions, including conflicts (war) [4], politics, culture [31],
and crime. These estimates of various human activity metrics are used by numerous
governments and agencies, such as the World Bank [32] and insurance companies. Due to
the variety of topics in this subcategory, it has been split into two further subcategories:
Financial and Human Interaction (Figure 7).
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3.2.3. Atmosphere

The next largest Applications category is Atmosphere (see Figure 5), which contains a
total of 183 references. This is the category we expected to have the most references as this
was the original purpose for DNB data. However, to our surprise, it has come in third to
the social science categories of Urban and Land Use and Human Activity. Figure 8 shows
a breakdown of the different tags under Atmosphere, which is divided further into the
subcategories Air Pollution, Upper Atmosphere, and Weather. The Air Pollution tag of
“Gases (CO2/NO2)” leads with the most references at 63. This category contains references
quantifying the amount of carbon dioxide in given locations (important for climate change
studies) [33] and nitrogen dioxide (important for air quality). Particulates is another
common tag [34]. The subcategory with the second most references is “Airglow”, under
Upper Atmosphere. This tag is gaining popularity as it is being used to detect features in
the upper atmosphere, including gravity waves [35]. Tropical storms has a slight edge in
Weather, due to several recent studies on the use of DNB data for hurricanes [36] and older
Human Activity papers investigating the economic impacts of tropical storms [37]. Next is
temperature/urban heat island studies, where DNB is used to determine the urban/rural
divide [38]. Ironically, considering the original purpose of DMSP nightlights, general cloud
references landed third in Weather.
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3.2.4. Civil Engineering and Structure

The Civil Engineering and Structure category (Figure 9), with 157 references, contains
applications dealing with topics including the power grid, traffic, imperious surfaces,
building structure, and industry. Power grids and associated lighting is one of the easiest
details to see in the DNB data. The disasters tag was placed in this category as it identifies
areas of missing lights that are used to estimate damage to buildings and the power grid
in disaster zones [39]. Another main subcategory is Impervious Surfaces, which are land
surfaces that repel rainwater and increase stormwater flow. These are usually artificial
surfaces, though some natural surfaces, such as compact clay, fit the definition. Estimates
of imperious surfaces are often used to estimate urbanization [40].
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3.2.5. Lights

The next category is Lights (Figure 10), with 144 references. These references focused
on the detection of light, light pollution, and light modeling. Light pollution is the largest
because it is often found under another application category. This includes Social Science
and Biology due to the impacts of “Artificial Light At Night” (ALAN) on humans and
wildlife [41]. Light pollution near astronomy observation sites and dark sky reserves are
also a major concern [42]. Many tags in this category are used in modeling artificial lighting
and skyglow. Perhaps the strangest use of DNB data in this category was in a study titled
“The Detectability of Nightside City Lights on Exoplanets” [43].
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3.2.6. Biology

The next category is Biology (Figure 11), with 133 references. This application seems
to fall into two subcategories of Nature or Human Health, but both are concerned with the
impacts of ALAN. This appears to be a large and growing topic. Researchers are finding
links between ALAN and turtle nesting [44], bat and bird behavior [45,46], and cancer in
humans [47]. The rate of publication in this area had been fairly steady, then exploded
with the recent pandemic. The COVID-19 tag is seen in a lot of other application categories,
especially Human Activity papers [48].
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3.2.7. Oceans and Freshwater

Oceans and Freshwater, with 84 references, include applications that involve water
resources (Figure 12). Fishing is a large tag in this category. The DNB can detect the lights
associated with night fishing, which can be used to monitor the number and locations of
fishing boats [49]. It is also useful for keeping track of ship traffic [50]. Bioluminescence,
ocean circulation, and ice references are also in this category. A recent publication about
Milky Seas (which is a large area of bioluminescence within calm waters) detected by the
DNB [51] was discussed in a recent NY Times article “https://www.nytimes.com/2021/0
8/27/science/ocean-bioluminescent-satellite.html (accessed on 16 January 2023)”.

3.2.8. Natural Resources

The smallest category is Natural Resources, with 52 references. It contains both
protecting and exploiting natural resources (Figure 13). A concern that has become more
important in recent years is wildfire. Several tags are associated with the detection and
location of wildfires, along with determining fire risk [52]. A large exploitation tag is gas
flares, which are associated with oil production and oil field operations [53]. While not
fitting in either protection or exploitation, volcanic lava and ash are in this category as they
are natural hazards too.

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/27/science/ocean-bioluminescent-satellite.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/27/science/ocean-bioluminescent-satellite.html
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3.3. Miscellaneous

Miscellaneous (Misc.) is the last main category and the smallest, with 53 references
(Figure 14). Most of these papers are introductions of the new VIIRS series or an overview of
the program. Future satellites include papers on CubeSats. One paper tagged commentary
attempts to tie the city lights’ images from NASA to environmentalism and environmental
justice [54].

3.4. Other Tags

There are other tags in the database which apply to multiple categories. Tags associ-
ated with computer processing or mathematics are prime examples. These tags include
algorithms, data processing, machine learning, and modelling. In particular, machine
learning has become more common across different areas of study. Another tag is recorded
presentation, where the database entry contains a link to an associated media file. Review
is a tag where the reference is a review of a given area of study.
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4. Comparisons
4.1. Light Type: Artificial vs. Natural

The DNB can detect both artificial and natural lights. One relevant question to this
study is how many Application references use one vs. the other as their principal source
of nighttime information. Figure 15 shows the comparison between natural vs. artificial
light usage. While the DNB was designed for applications using natural light (especially
moon light), artificial light is used significantly more often (91%) by the research and end-
user community at this time. The entire Urban and Land Use, Human Activity, and Civil
Engineering and Structure categories involve artificial lights. ALAN studies in Biology
are focused on artificial lights. Additional tags using artificial light include fishing, light
pollution, gas flares, oil platforms, and ship traffic. Any duplicate tags between categories
within Artificial Lights were removed.
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Natural light includes tags on airglow, wildfire, bioluminescence, lightning, volcanic
processes, and auroras. Duplicate tags were removed.

Another question is whether this split is different for DMSP vs. the newer VIIRS
imagers. As seen in Figure 16, papers using VIIRS are taking advantage of the DNB
detection of natural light more often.
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What makes up natural or artificial light? Figure 17 shows the percentages of the 109
references that used natural light. Wildfires were found to be the largest component, with
airglow (an entirely unanticipated capability) coming in second.
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Figure 17. References using natural light sources.

The majority of the 1051 references that use artificial light come from cities and ALAN
studies (Figure 18).
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4.2. Moonlight

A major factor in the use of the DNB is the lunar phase. Some applications require new
moon conditions, allowing for city and other lights on the surface to be easily observable.
These include social science applications, ALAN studies, fishing, and bioluminescence.
Others, such as cloud or oil slick detection, require moonlight to be present, while some
methods can be calibrated to be used under all moon phases. While many references do
not specify the phase of moon required, the ones that do are shown in Figure 19.
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The Stable Lights product is a DMSP product that uses data at or near the new moon
phase in order to identify stable lights from human habitation [8]. These data are often
used in social science applications. Black Marble and Cloud Free Composites are similar
products using the newer VIIRS data [13,55]. Another VIIRS product, Near Constant
Contrast, produces visible wavelength imagery that has a similar appearance from day to
night for all phases of the moon [56].

4.3. Earth System Spheres

The Earth system can be considered in terms of coupled “spheres”: the cryosphere,
lithosphere, hydrosphere, biosphere, and atmosphere. One way of considering how the
scope of DNB applications fits into earth system science is to examine how the current
reference data fall into those categories.

The atmosphere pertains to the composition of the troposphere/stratosphere/mesosphere/
thermosphere/ionosphere, including its weather. Per Figure 5, atmospheric topics comprise
one of our main DNB research pursuits, accounting for 183 references in the database. We
anticipate that this proportion will increase over time, as the previous generation DMSP/OLS
was not as well-suited to atmospheric science due to its lack of calibration and fewer comple-
mentary spectral bands used in most algorithms. With the DNB’s calibration, combined with
the availability of lunar irradiance models, its data can be utilized in a way that is analogous
to daytime visible bands, opening the door to myriad nocturnal applications previously
relegated to daytime-only scenes.

The lithosphere refers to the Earth’s land surfaces. This is not a prominent category in
the DNB database, but there are a few relevant tags, namely, surface reflectance/albedo,
volcanic lava, soil and mining, oil platforms, and impervious surfaces. Together, these
account for 85 references. Similar to the atmospheric category, we anticipate DNB applica-
tions in surface characterization to increase via usage for nocturnal cloud masking in land
surface temperature algorithms and moisture analyses, as suggested by Miller et al. [1].

The hydrosphere includes all the saline and fresh water components on the Earth’s
surface (oceans, seas, rivers, lakes, and ponds), as well as subsurface (aquifers). In the
database, most of this sphere is in the category of Ocean and Freshwater. In addition,
included in this category are two dredging references under the soil and mining tag, which
is under Natural Resources. In total, there are 81 references. The DNB has particular
utility at night for resolving flood zones via lunar reflectance. The slight red-shift and
wider bandwidth of the DNB response function (0.705 µm band center, ~400 nm wide)
compared to conventional daytime visible bands (~0.64 µm, ~10 nm wide) makes the DNB
more sensitive to the “red edge” in vegetation, where chlorophyll-a reflectance increases
significantly into the near infrared. Conversely, water surfaces are strongly absorptive in
the near-infrared, such that the juxtaposition of standing water and vegetation (as might
be seen in flood zones) provides a strong reflectance contrast. The daytime analog to this
behavior can be observed in the 0.865 µm band which is positioned in the red-edge for the
purpose of analyzing vegetation health.

The cryosphere is a particularly important category for low-light sensors, given that
these sensors have traditionally been carried by polar-orbiting satellites which provide good
spatial and temporal coverage to high latitudes (owing to the significant imagery swath
overlap). Importantly, the low-light measurement provides unique visible information to
these high latitudes during the polar winter. Through the use of lunar reflectance, these
sensors can detect sea ice and its motion, even in the presence of overriding clouds [1],
provide additional targets for atmospheric motion vectors, and delineate snow-covered
and snow-free land surfaces. In addition, these measurements can detect aurora and use
auroral light as a kind of illumination source. Although the current database contained
only 20 ice/snow tagged entries, for the reasons stated above, we anticipate this category
to see particularly strong growth over the next decade.

The last category considered is the Biosphere, which comprises all living things of the
sea and the land, including humans. This is the largest category for the DNB database, with
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1048 references, due to the extensive use of artificial lights to gain information on human
activity and behaviors in a way that no other measurement from space can. All references
in Urban and Land Use, Human Activity, Civil Engineering and Structure, and Biology are
found in this sphere. There may be nascent applications for vegetation at night, based on
the chlorophyll-sensitivity of the DNB response function, as mentioned above. The DNB
has been used in conjunction with MODIS NDVI data to study urban extent and changes
on vegetation cover [57–59]. Figure 20 shows the current breakdown of references for the
Biosphere category.
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5. Discussion
5.1. The Evolution of Low-Light Science

As more time passes since the gradual decommissioning of the DMSP series (the last
members of the constellation have a planned end of life sometime between 2023 and 2026)
and with the advent of the JPSS series (beginning with Suomi NPP, NOAA-20, and the
recent launch of JPSS-2), it was expected that studies using VIIRS data would rise and
those using OLS data would naturally decline. Figure 21 shows how the number of VIIRS
references has indeed steadily increased, passing DMSP references in 2015, and exploding
in the last four years. However, Figure 21 also indicates a slight increase in DMSP references.
This increase may correspond to an increased interest in light pollution and the myriad
applications of ALAN, stimulated by new attention that the DNB has drawn to the field.
Here, DMSP provides a longer-term record which, with improved calibration transfer
techniques leveraging the DNB during the period of DMSP/JPSS program overlap, may
revitalize the use of the OLS for various studies of human activity and growth over time.

To wit, there is also a growing number of references using both OLS and VIIRS in
tandem. While some of these studies involve basic comparisons between the two, several
papers connect the two data sets into a lengthy time series, useful for showing changes in
urban size, structure, and land use. All indications are that this increased use of low-light
visible data will continue. Even during the first year of the COVID-19 pandemic (2020),
there was a marked increase in VIIRS and DMSP + VIIRS references. Some of these studies
involved the use of low-light visible measurements in assessing human behavioral changes
during COVID-19 lockdowns.
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5.2. Possible Future Improvements to Low-Light Visible Observations

As the interest in low-light visible data appears to be increasing, the next question
is how we can further improve these novel observations. In the atmospheric and earth
science communities, increased temporal and spatial resolution would be helpful, as well
as exploring new research in other areas such as flood monitoring, sea ice detection, and
improved diurnal cloud climatologies. Social sciences and light pollution studies would
benefit greatly from higher spatial and temporal resolution, particularly at the different
time periods when humans are active.

A challenge of contemporary low-light sensors is that newer LED technology emit
significant light in the blue portion of the visible spectrum, mostly missed by the spectral
response functions of VIIRS, DMSP, and Luojia 1-01 [8,60,61]. The lack of detection can
cause misleading inferences of light pollution trends. These are issues that can be addressed
with future satellite-based low-light sensors.

The smaller, less expensive systems of the SmallSat/CubeSat era may provide cost-
effective opportunities to explore the various iterations on low-light visible technology.
In recent years, The Aerospace Corporation has fielded promising new sensors in this
regard, such as CUMULOS on board the NASA/JPL-managed ISARA CubeSat mission [8],
which featured a simple VIR/NIR camera system that compared favorably to the DNB.
Low-light is not confined to visible wavelengths either; the near-infrared airglow camera
(NIRAC) and the follow-on phenomenology imager and nighttime observer (PIANO)
sensors, both flown on the International Space Station, are small instrument technologies
that have demonstrated the capability to detect airglow and atmospheric gravity waves
within airglow modulations. These and other small format sensors, including possible
future multispectral systems, stand to change the game in low-light sensing.

5.3. Toward a Geostationary-Based Low-Light Visible Measurement

Given the success of low-light visible observations on the low-earth-orbiting satellite
platform thus far, both in terms of augmenting the current day-only parameters and
enabling entirely new forms of information, a natural question arises as to the potential for
such measurements on a geostationary satellite. The key advantages of such an observing
system would be the high temporal resolution, providing the ability to study the dynamics
of natural and artificial night light sources as well as the nocturnal arm of the diurnal cycle
(especially for certain parameters that require a visible measurement to characterize).
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Whereas a constellation of low-earth-orbiting satellites could, in principle, begin to
fill in the temporal gaps, an aspect of geostationary measurements that is particularly
important to low-light visible observations is the constant viewing geometry. ALAN
has been shown to exhibit strong sensitivity to viewing geometry, due to factors such as
structural/foliage blockages, light shielding, and the bidirectional reflectance properties
of the surrounding unilluminated surfaces. Furthermore, slight mismatches in the pixel
grid of individual satellites will impart variability tied to the inherent spatial heterogeneity
of ALAN.

The main challenge to achieving a geostationary-based low-light visible capability
resides in minimizing the contributions of stray light and then mitigating any residual
contributions. Stray light is any source of light in the DNB bandpass reaching the DNB
detectors that does not originate from the imaged scene but comes instead from external
sources. Some of these sources are described briefly here.

The first form of stray light involves the scatter of direct beam sunlight into the sensor
optics due to reflections off parts of the telescope. When viewing the nighttime Earth from a
geostationary orbit, the Sun is, by definition, somewhere in the forward-facing hemisphere
of the sensor. Only during the periods surrounding the fall and spring equinoxes will
the satellite pass through Earth’s shadow for a brief time. Otherwise, direct sunlight will
illuminate the Earth-viewing side of the satellite. In most cases, the solar disk will not
be in the field of regard of the sensor, as defined by the telescope aperture/baffling, but
scattering off the internal walls of an imperfectly absorbing surface may still result in this
form of stray light entering the optical assembly. Careful design of the baffling to minimize
such effects is thus necessary.

A second form of stray light involves “sneak paths” of sunlight scattering into the
satellite optics from unanticipated angles. These sources include scatter-off parts of the
spacecraft itself or via entry through interfaces that have not been properly shielded.
Once more, careful design to position the sensor with a clear forward-facing hemisphere,
conducting a fully assembled/integrated system light test with the telescope aperture
closed, is strongly advised. Here, some design lessons can be learned from the experience
of the DNB, which improved its handling of the sneak-path stray light observed on Suomi
when implementing the DNB on JPSS-1.

A third and very important form of stray light involves contributions of diffusely
scattered light off the Earth’s surface and atmospheric limb while the sensor is imaging
a nighttime full disk scene (apart from local midnight at the sub-satellite point near the
equinoxes), which will contain some portion of illuminated surface. Consider also the
summer or winter solstices at local midnight to the sub-satellite point; Earth’s polar summer
hemisphere is in full daylight, often with highly scattering clouds and snow/ice surfaces.
The magnitude of the stray light will be scene-dependent and decrease away from the
terminator. Here, a sensor design that involves a smaller field of regard that can be moved
away from the terminator is one possible approach to mitigate the issue.

Ultimately, even with the best laid plans and hardware fabrication, it is likely that
some amount of stray light contamination would remain in any geostationary-based low-
light visible measurement. Residual artifacts would then need to be mitigated in the
post-processing of the digital data. Experience with the DNB has shown that the careful
characterization of stray light and detector-striping patterns allow for the design of effec-
tive ad hoc correction algorithms, resulting in useful, high-quality imagery [62–64]. We
encourage the community to consider the substantial benefits of a time-resolved, constant
line-of-sight observing system of Earth as motivation to face these design challenges boldly,
with caution, creativity, and our eyes wide-open.

6. Conclusions

Research using low-light nighttime visible data, and the DNB in particular, over the
decade of the Suomi NPP and JPSS program, continues to grow and covers a large variety
of fields. Interestingly, the group boasting the largest usage to date is the social sciences
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rather than the atmospheric sciences community. This is despite the intended purpose of
the DNB for meteorological imagery and the “Key Performance Parameter” of the DNB
being focused on assisting the National Weather Service (NWS) forecasters, particularly in
high latitudes.

The number of publications using DNB data also continues to grow non-linearly each
year compared to the legacy of OLS. Our database reflects a growing interest in the science
of light. DNB data are an important resource for those who try to understand and quantify
our natural world and the people who live in a connected way within it.
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